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FOOD CONTRACT DRAWS BIDS
by Larry Stewart

The University has begun
receiving bids for a food services

caterer for the 1976-77 school

year. Saga's present contract

to feed students at Gailor and
Cravens Halls expires in June.

Saga has been the University

ce it replaced
Mo

Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

Bennett said that the decision

to receive bids for the contract
was not the result of any
particular complaint or
petition. Both Dr. Bennett and
Provost Thad Marsh stated that

receiving bids — rather than
simply negotiating a new
contract with the old
contractor — is a standard

policy which protects the
University's interests.

According to Mr. Tom
Lotti, Director of Auxiliary
Services and the officer in

charge of receiving the bids,
the bidding was opened to
find the best contractor for

the school's needs. Competitive
bidding insures that Sewanee
gets the optimum value for
its food dollar. As Mr. Lotti
said, "This [receiving of bids]
gives us an opportunity to

compare Saga with other
companies, quality-wise and

Mr. Jim Samuels,
manager of Saga, agreed 1

Mr. Lotti's assessment
competitive bidding.

Samuels feels that such

the

BUDGETARY PRIORITIES OUTLINED

arrangement lets Saga know
how it stands in relation

to other companies.
In addition to Saga, Mr.

Lotti invited the following
companies to submit
bids: ARA (Slater) and
Shamrock, both of Atlanta;
Pioneer Food Service,
Nashville; American Food
Management, Inc., of Marshall,
Missouri; and Interstate

United, Chicago. Pioneer and
AFM are relatively small
companies which specialize in

small colleges and universities;

the other companies, including

Saga, are larger. Pioneer, for

example, serves about 90
campuses, while Saga caters

386 colleges all over North
America. Each of these

companies is different, having
its own methods and
approaches which must be
considered in the final

by George Harrison

Many university members
axe complaining about
budgetary priorities. Often
heard discussions are that

faculty and staff pay is low,

dormitories need renovating,

the library needs more resource

material, and- the new hospital

was an unnecessary

expenditure.

A logical discussion of

budgetary priorities can only

be made if one first knows two
things: the different parts of

the budget, and which part has

more priority.

The areas into which the

budget is divided are too
complex for a simple
description here. However the

priorities are not.

Dr. Laurence Alvarez, math
professor and budget dir. ctor

for the university, said

budgetary priorities are based
on three general goals-tbose

things which the university is

forced to do, which it needs
to do, and what it wants to do.

Examples of forced
priorities are such expenditures
as utility bills and building
renovation. Under "needs" fall

salary increases, while under
"wants" include the purchasing
of new books for the library.

Dr. Alvarez explained that

administration's first priority

of each new budget, but that

the limited revenue acquired
by the university only goes so

endowments,
this forms a

from last year's budget, the
sum is called "new money,''
and is used for salary increases

and other needed expenditures,

tuition. "When I allocated the "new
fts. Since money", I listed all the other

e increase needed expenditures first, and
left the remaining amount of
revenue for salary increases,"

Dr. Alvarez said. The remaining student satisfaction

(cont. page 3) (cont. page 3)

decision.

The two major objectives

of the search for a contract
caterer are quality food and
low cost. While budgetary
factors are quite important,

COMMITTEES SEEK PROFESSORS
by Mary Cupp

far.

The budget director further

explained one reason why the

Faculty Budgetary Priorites

Committee (FBPC) believed

the administration did not give

the staff and faculty pay
increase first priority.

In drawing up the budget
proposals for this year, Dr.

Alvarez allocated expenditure
for money received from new

Search committees for three
positions at the University are

in operation. The positions of
German professor, assistant

chaplain, and head librarian all

need to be filled. These places
will be vacated by Dr.
Whitesell, Mr. Canfill, and Mr.
Harkisn, respectively. The
committees are now screening
applicants and are at various
stages of completion of their

The search for a German

professor is headed by Dr.

Binnicker. This committee
has received applications from
over 100 people, most of
whom have their Ph.D.'s. This
number was narrowed to 15
after studying the applications

and recommendations. Dr.

Binnicker says that this week
the committee will begin to

interview these people in

Nashville. "Shortly after

spring vacation several leading

applicants will come here for

an interview period of two to

three days." He further

ted that

the

the

"committee was pleased with
very attractive and high quality

of a large number of
applicants."

The committee was started

in October and ads were
placed in trade journals such
as THE MODERN
LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION
JOURNAL. Dr. Gilchrist,

another member of the

committee, said the ad
requested someone who had
their degree, at least two

(cont. page 3)

New Phone System Hung-Up
by Jennifer Snider

Many problems
occured with the new phone
system since its installation

on December 6, 1975. In the

new system there is one
nd many

epla. the

old individual phi

outgoing and incoming calls

go through the switchboard
except calls within the system
which can be made by dialing

the three-digit extension

system
oblems with the new
are caused by

mechanics, heavy use of the

switchboard, and uneducated
users. There have been the

usual mechanical problems
with the new equipment such
as inability to get an outside

line. These complaints are

taken to the phone company
once a month and should be
alleviated in another month,
according to Chief Accountant
Lansing K. Johansen

The heavy use of the

switchboard causes human
error and long wai ts for

outgoing lines. One person

operates the whole
switchboard at once, which

is a difficult feat, especially

at heavy calling times. "A
lot of monitoring is involved

and there is the possibility

for mistakes, " explained

Johansen.

Many of the problems with

the phone system are caused

by uneducated users. The
system is more complicated

than the old system. One must
know which phones can be

used for outgoing calls and
which are for use only within
the University. Reading the

instructions before using the
phones is necessary to utilize

the system to the best

advantage. The fact that all

long distance calls for phones
connected with the University

number must go through the

switchboard has confused some

The new system was

implemented, accordir _

Johansen, because the
University will save money on
long distance toll calls with
the use of a Watts lines. The
cost of converting to the
system was about $1000 and
a 10% reduction in the phone
bill each month is estimated.
"The system is supposed to be

(cont. page 3)
Another Happy Customer
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24-Hour Dorms:

Opinion To Affect Decision

Many of the girls at

Sewanee would like some kind

of change in the present girl's

dorm visitation hours, but only

a few have made this sentiment

known to the Dean of Women,
Mrs. Mary S. Cushman. The

girls who have talked to Mrs.

Cushman (there have been only

eight) would like a 24 hour, 7

day-a-week

Mrs. Cushman says that one

big drawback In allowing

24-hour visitation is security.

In the past, there have been

scattered instances of

non-students entering girls

dorms, although nothing

also the problem of noise

which would present itself

under a 24-hour vis

system. To what extent nc

factor depends

tatio!

any alternative

considered by the

Women, it must
brought to

considerable representation of

the girls. If the question of a

change in girls' dorms visitation

is considered worthy of serious

attention, the final decision to

change will not be up to Dean

Cushman but probably the

Vice Chancellor.
best suited for 24-hour visitation

Cushireffect. Mr
undecided on the issue because

of the weak voicing of opinion

to her. Dean Cushman
speculated that, of all the girls

dorms, Benedict is probably

the best suited for 24 hour

visitation because of the way it

is designed. The other girls

dorms might have more

problems with such a system of

visitation, but many of the girls

in those other dorms feel that

the advantages of 24-hour

visitation would outweigh the

disadvantages. At the present,

all girls dorms are locked up at

11:30 p.m. on Sunday through

Thursday and at 1:00 a.m. on

Friday and Saturday.

Put the individual or individual

and on the design of the

dorms. Benedict would have

the least problem with noise

and with security because of its

For girls who do not want

24-hour visitation but would
still like to see the present

system modified, there are

alternatives, such as permitting

24-hour visitation in the

visitation hours

beyond the present limits but

limiting them to less than a full

24 hours, and continuing the

same hours for locking up the

dorms but allowing girls to

have visitors afterwards. For

DA Motions Seek Appeal, Evaluation

by Mary Cupp

Established procedures for

appeal of grades and course

evaluation were the subjects of

two motions recently. They
were presented to the DA by

Billy Joe Shelton on Feb. 18.

Presently there is no formal

method to appeal a final

grade a "student feels is given

unjustly" and Shelton wishes

1. All grades are subject

to appeal through the first

2. Students who wish to

appeal grades must first confer

with the professor giving the

grade in order to resolve

differing opinions on the grade.

3. If this appeal fails, the

student may appeal to a

Review Board consisting of
five members (two students

from the DA, one from the

OG, two facutly members
selected by the administration

on their ability to make fair

judgements, and the Dean of

the College).

4. Any case heard by the

review board will receive

recommendation as to whether
the grade should be changed or

Shelton says the purpose of

the plan is to provide the

"machinery whereby final

grades can be contested with

His second motion hopes to

provide true evaluation of a

faculty member.

discussion, because they were

areas often talked about but

never acted on. Shelton hopes

that will

This plan has t

1. All students should be

gun

Actual library budgetary needs

Harkins Refutes Committee's Claims

by George Harrison

In the recent report by the

FACULTYBudgetary Priorities

Committee, DuPont Library

was singled out as one
department of the University

which did not receive enough
budgetary allocation.

The report stated that the

library could not obtain

needed new resource

periodicals, and that some
present resource materials

would have to be curtailed in

the face of the new budgetary

allocations.

These allegations were
refuted by William G. Harkins,

University librarian in a recent

interview. Mr. Harkins not only

believes the library has received

considerable financial support,

but also stated that new
periodicals are being ordered,

and present ones will remain
available.

"I believe the University has

upported the library as well as periodicals

s of the overall technical and specialized types

University expendit
Harkins said. "Last year, I only

submitted the amount of the

library's budget to the

administration for their

approval, and they accepted it

without any changes."

He admitted that some
requests for periodicals had

been refused to faculty

members, but that such

Mr. which would be

and be encouraged to return

them to the registrar's office.

2. All evaluation

information should be given to

the department heads for

evaluation by the department

and later passed on to the

Dean of the College.

Both motions, according to

Shelton, have been held back
for some time and are a part of

his platform. He had waited

for the right time and would
like to see it get done. He
explained that their primary

purpose was to stimulate

in the OG.
"Through personal

experience and listening to

fellow students voice

complaints as to procedures

and a lack of a valid way to

change grades" Shelton felt

an established procedure is

needed. He emphasized that

this was not intended to

"take away any faculty right

to final say so but to give the

student the feeling that he has

a recognized procedure to have

a grade changed."

As the system now stands

course evaluation is criticized

for not being adequate and not

presenting a cross section of

views' to get a true evaluation.

Shelton hopes this required

method would "create a

procedure where heads of

departments and the Dean are

made aware of what students

think of courses and teachers."

With required provision of

sheets it ensures the students

this opportunity.

Stressing the idea that he is

not trying to attack teachers

Shelton hopes to present the

Dean with a clear cut and

more truly evaluative

procedure of how things are

operating. This would be

provided by a cross-section of

students and not merely one
disgruntled person.
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Faculty Views Course Reduction

by Maibeth Porter

Recently, several members
of the college faculty were
asked to express their opinions

on decreasing the course load

from five to four courses per

-semester. Dr. Marvin Goodstein

favors a reduction, but is

against the four-one-four

interim schedule. He believes

that an overall decrease to four

courses per semester would be

beneficial to both students and
faculty. Dr. Goodstein

supports a trimester system

which would allow students to

take more courses than they

could take if there was an
across-the-board redaction.

Dean Seiters says that he is

"guardedly" for a decrease in

the course load. He would like,

however, to investigate the

possible repercussions of this

sort of reduction regarding

electives and the number of
hours required for graduation.

Some of the merits of a four

course system would be
increased dialogue with
professors and more student

participation in each class.

Dean Seiters would be very

wary of reducing requirements.

He never realized the
importance of some required
courses such as modem
language until he entered
graduate school. Possibly a
four-one-four system could
answer Sewanee's problems at

this point by easing the
transition from five courses to

Dr. Reishman also agrees

that some reduction in the

course load would be good for

all members of the University.

He brought out the factor of

economics. If the course load

of the faculty member is

reduced, it follows that more
faculty members would have to

be hired unless there is a

reduction in the size of the

student body. It could come
down to a question of how
much money can the

University pay to a faculty

member to deal with how few

people. Dr. Reishman believes

that faculty emphasis at

Sewanee should be placed on
teaching and conversation with

students rather than by
publishing.

Dr. Gerald Smith is

indifferent about the proposed
reduction because he does not

believe that it will alleviate the

problem of overwork. The
problem results from the fact

of class overcrowding. In Dr.

Smith's seven years at

Sewanee, he feels that the

quality of learning has suffered

because the ratio of twelve to

fourteen students per faculty

that c

rigless. Dr. Smith thinks

urriculum reform such as

the variety of required courses,

and the scheduling of

individual courses needs to be

dealt with. Sewanee has

clocked itself into the fifty

minute class period with only

a few seminars and other

options. Dr. Smith favors a

reduced course load if the

faculty will revise the

curriculum and the

administration will attempt to

control the faculty -student

ratio. He does not believe that,

"the quality of education can

be identified with the

quantity."

The subcommittee of the

Curriculum Committee of the

College has proposed three

plans which will be discussed

This year's Woods Lecturer, Hugh Trevor-Roper, gave his main
lecture, 'The Historical Philosophy of the Enligh tenment, " on
March 8, and lectured informally on the war aims of Hitler on

CONTRACT TO EXPIRE

the full

Search To Fill Positions Continues
(cont. from page 1)

years of full-time teaching,

could teach a wide range of

courses, and was interested in

the comparative literature

program.
The assistant chaplain

search committee has used

a more complicated

procedure in their search.

Dr. Bain bridge explained that

the procedure involved several

steps that began with asking

people on campus to give

information as to how they

perceived the chaplaincy, and

what they would like to see

done differently by the

THE UNIVERSITY SUPPLY

STORE

people.

The chaplains made a

consensus of opinion from

their information and formed

a screening committee to help

them go through the

applications they received.

Weekly meetings were held

every Friday starting shortly

after Thanksgiving.

Over 50 names nave been

received. Five of these were

selected, and beginning last

Saturday they will visit

Sewanee for a couple of days

to meet chaplains, students,

and administrative personnel.

lFrom these one will be chosen

to replace Mr. Canfill.

The committee to hire a

librarian seeks to fill one of

the most important positions

at the University. Dr. Marsh

NOW SERVING GANNON YOGURT

Also: EXOTIC COFFEE & DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

Open 11:30 a.m.- Mdnight daily; dosed on Sunday

In Sewanee-call 598-5774

headed this search committee
that was organized September
27 and held meetings October
7 and 20.

Dr. Marsh said the

committee has begun to screen

the 15 dossiers and sets of

creditials they have received

so far. The committee, having

met recently on March 4, will

start meeting weekly to screen

papers. Sometime this month
they hope to start inviting top

candidates to Sewanee and be

able to make the appointment

by April for May 1 or June 1.

Mr. Harkins will be retiring and
leaving in June.

There have been criticisms

and questions directed toward

the committee as to why the

appointment has not been

made earlier. Dr. Marsh

attributed part of the

reason to cost. The University

cannot afford to hire a

librarian before Mr. Harkins

retires. This would create the

situation of having to pay two
librarians at the same time for

an extended time. Dr. Marsh

does not expect to appoint

someone who will need

training.

Considerations of applicants

were not made earlier because

there were no applicants as the

ads had not yet appeared.

(cont. from page 1

)

primary goal. An interoffice

memo from Mr. Lotti listed

two basic questions to be

considered: "Are the students

satisfied?" and "Are we within

the budget?"
These questions must be

answered by the people who
will choose among the bidders.

Although the final decision

will be an administrative

one, the proposals will be

reviewed by a committee
composed of Dr. Bennett, Mr.

Problems Arise

With New System

(cont. from page 1)

cheaper because we have to do
our own bookkeeping, rather

than the phone company.
It's questionable whether the

total cost is cheaper. The
figures for comparison are

not yet available," stated

Johansen.

Another advantage of the

new system is that better

communications are possible.

The University number is

answered 24 hours-a-day, and

if the desired extension cannot

be reached a message can be

One of the major

disadvantages of the new
system is that the bookkeeping
is more complex and tedious.

Each call on the Watts line has

to be recorded on a special

form. "Because some people

aren't reporting Watts line

calls, it is hard to find an

equitable system of charging

each department," said

Johansen,

Marsh, Mr. Lotti, Deans
Cushman and Seiters, and
Academy Headmaster Henry
Hutson. The members of the

Student Food Committee are

also part of the group.

The committee must
consider the various proposals

as to food quality and low
cost. The most acceptable

proposal is not necessarily the

least expensive, though ; several

other matters should be
included in the final analysis.

Quality food control, menu
selection, portion sizes, and
purchasing-quality standards

must be set for sanitation and
care of the facilities. Personnel

policies, including the

continued hiring of student
workers, and the quality of

management must also be

To aid in their consideration

of the companies, several

members of the committee

have visited other campuses

served by each caterer. In this

way committee members
observed first hand the

performance of each

$SCma*€ £&€>&€

right at the Church of Christ, oi

Old Cowan Road in Winchester.

Weighing the merits of each

proposal, the committee and

the administration must choose

next year's contract caterer.

The University hopes that the

competitive bidding system

will prove successful as a means

of finding quality food at

low cost.

PRIORITIES
(cont. from page 1

)

percent pay hike, he said.

By doing this, Dr. Alvarez

hoped to present the tightness

of the budget to the regents.

Since he believed that an

adequate pay increase was

everyone's first priority,

showing a two percent pay

increase would emphasize the

problems facing the budgetary

planners. The FBPC assumed

that these proposals meant

pay raises were dependent

upon left over revenue, which

Dr. Alvarez stated was not the



The Sawanee

Sewanee Arts

Opens Play at Inn

Guildenstern Are Dead", a pla

by Tom Stoppard, will b

presented at the Outside Inn i

Sewanee Saturday, March 15

12, and 13 at 8:00 p.m. centr:

time. Admission is $1.50.

The play, a comedy in three

acts, provides a different and
visually exciting twist to

Record Review

Scolt Steps Forward With "Connection
by Rhea Eskew

True Joni Mitchell fans

might suspect that there is

something different about or

lacking from her new album. If

they carefully read the liner

notes, their guess would be

confirmed, for nowhere does

the name "Tom Scott" appear.

Jazz enthusiasts might well

know of Tom Scott, and others

might have heard the name
"Tom Scott and the L.A.

Express," but most likely their

acquaintance with him was

in conjunction with some
well-known recording star.

NEW YORK CONNECTION
proves that this "studio

of studio

artist in his own right, woodwinds, and flute , and

Indeed, Scott is a fine joined by The New York

sessions player, and the L.A. Rhythm Section including Bob
Express is a fine band. Now, James on keyboards and Hugh

this album gives Scott a chance McCracken on guitar. George

to step into the forefront a Harrison steps in to play slide

bit more than he has been able guitar on "Appolonia," and

to in the past. The result is somehow manages to retain his

some good jazz. unique style and still blend

The music on this album perfectly with Scott and the

can best be described as "easy others.

listening jazz." It will appeal True to his reputation in the

to both the seasoned jazz recording studio, Scott does

listeners and those who have not allow this album to

little experience with this degenerate into being just a

modern idiom. The moods of recording of a group of soloists

the selections range from playing together, as one finds

funky on "Mid town Rush" so many modern jazz bands
to soft and dreamy on do. Rather, the compositions
"Garden." (most by Scott) are tightly

Scott plays sax, synthesizer, integrated, and the musicians

COMMITTEE VIEWS VITAL ISSUES

by Anne Brakebill

The recent meeting of the

Student Life Committee of the

Board of Regents proved to be

the scene of a unique

discussion of vital concerns and

problems touching students in

the university community. The
group of Regents, deans,

chaplains, and students came
together with lists of issues

to air before each other at their

meeting of February 11.

The problem of

"normalizing" and

e effects of fee

student morale

rid the tendency of students

o become more critical of

undings

chai

between students, faculty, and

administration received more
attention then any other

single issue with which the

committee dealt. Examples

the need to diffuse important

ideas more freely among the

seemingly separate groups

which constitute the University

populace. One such illustration

was the tendency of

potentially meaningful student

government legislation to

"die" because its significance

cannot be conveyed by.

students to the powers that

be.

The need for some efficient

method of faculty evaluation

was another topic discussed

at considerable length. The
right of s

the midst

of rising costs were points

that were emphasized, along

with the personal difficulties

many students face in

financing fee

Regents on the

explained how the budget is

planned and assured the

committee of their hopes of

relieving at least a part of such

difficulties in the future

through their new
commitment to a more long-

range approach to budget

planning than has been the

case in the past. This is to

assure greater fiscal

responsibility and a tighter

grip on the University's purse

The Rev. Daryl Canfill,

touching upon a very

fundamental human issue,

remarked upon his awareness

of a growing sense of helpless-

ness, dependency, andlack, of

personal direction in the lives

of individuals In the University.

He noted the consequent

difficulty people are

encountering in learning to

make responsible decisions.

The question of constitutional

revision of student

government, illuminated by
Speaker Pro-Tern of the

Delegate Assembly, Billy

DuBose, received some
attention also. The Regents
expressed their interest and
their wholehearted approval of

the student body's efforts to

come to grips with this pressing

matter.

Other topics were brought
out into the open in the course

of the relatively brief meeting;

among them, the tradition of

faculty visitation, fire safety in

el2)

BOOK STORE

opir

wlrdget

this area

by the

d budget

'THE LATE NIGHT PLACE TO SHOP'

Open 8 a.m.- 11p.m. Mon.-Sat.

In Cowan Thomas 'Mose' Wilson

932-7824 owner

traditional Shakespearean

Theatre. Its unconventionality

lies in the players' points of
view. Minor characters in

"Hamlet" become leading

roles, while the King and his

court are given a lesser degree

of attention.

The production is by

Sewanee Arts, a student arts

group of the University.

The play is directed by John

Miller, technical director of the

University Theatre His

assistant director is M. Denman
Johnson. Robert Dillworth

and Allan Whitehead play the

leading roles of the messengers,

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.

Other actors include J E.R.

Friedenberg, Dirk Manning,

Henry Selby, Cindy

play as an organic whole. This

is especially evident on the best

cuts off the album: "New York
Connection," "Midtown
Rush," and "Appolonia."

With this album, Tom Scott

has left L.A. and declared his JE. Mulkin.Jr.. Katie

independence in New York. Weymouth, Bill Korn, George

Everyone will enjoy the result. Pugh, and Peter Jenke.

Members of the Order of student who has served at least

Gownsmen may submit

nominations for the editorship

of THE SEWANEE PURPLE
and the editorship of THE CAP
AND GOWN to the office of

the Deans of Students.

Nominations should be in

writing and must be submitted

by noon on 15 March. Any seniors.

a University

publication and has the

required grade point average is

eligible for these editorships.

The required grade point

average is 3.1 for rising

sophomores; 2.5 for rising

juniors and 2.0 for rising

The Krsmanovich Chorus of Yugoslavia will sing as a major

event of the University of the South Concert Series in Sewanee,

Friday, March 12 at 8:00 p.m. (central time) in Guerry Hall.

The 55 voice group from Belgrade University and Opera is

conducted by Bogdan Babich who is conductor at the Belgrade

Opera and Symphony. They will perform classic works a capella

in Latin, Russian, English, and Slavic languages.



Permanent Gallery Revisited
James A. Bradford

In order to correct

inaccuracies in my February 20
article on the University

Museum, I visited Ed Carlos

and took another look at the

museum situation. I hope that

any misconceptions conveyed
by me or the photographs will

be cleared up.

The photographs that

appeared above my article were
inaccurate representations of

the museum's displays. One
showed a cluttered storage area

that is not even a part of the

museum. The other showed a

bust of Napoleon which stands

in an unfinished exhibit.

The headline and the first

paragraphfcomposed by the

editors)tended to distort the

actual condition of the

collection. On my first

inspection tour of the museum,
I did see and report what I

High l

' Of I permanent
art collection. My recent talk

with Mr. Carlos has convinced
me that the collection is being
housed as carefully as possible.

Contrary to what my article

implied, the collection is

dusted regularly. There are two
dehumidifiers in operation.
Many items have been placed
in display cases solely for the
purpose of protection.

The following facts were
also revealed in a more careful

(1) The museum was
established by Mr. Carlos as an
extra project. It is maintained
as a public service by a small
amount of funds Mr. Carlos is

able to divert from the funds
allocated to the Art Gallery.
All work was done voluntarily

by Mr. Carlos and art students,
or by students on work study.
There are no funds specified

for the museum. There have

except for the money raised to

build the Joan Dicks' gallery.

Work has been done primarily

with budget materials or
donated items.

(2) Damaged objects(stained

upholstery , chipped paint)

were received in that

condition. These objects must
be left as they are or their

value as originals will be
destroyed. Some objects such
as paintings can be cleaned, but

coats are prohibitive. Students

designed the rooms which
house furnishings of particular

styles. These items are

displayed for their historic and

(3) The museum gallery

serves a variety of purposes.

Art shows for the Art Gallery

may be temporarily stored

here. Some traveling exhibits

sho i the r . Art

MOUNTAIN SUMMER
INVITES POETRY

MOUNTAIN SUMMER, an

second Sewanee undergraduate
poetry contest. A prize of $35
will be awarded to the student

whose poems represents the

highest achievement among the

entries. Judges will be members
of the faculty and community.

Poems should be sent to

MOUNTAIN SUMMER Poetry

Contest c/o SPO Box 1227
before April 10, 1976. Entries

must be typed and should not

be labeled with the student's

in the magazine.

Last year's contest was won
by James Bradford. The judges
last year were professors Core,
Landon, and Stirling.

MOUNTAIN SUMMER 1975 is

on sale at St. Luke's Bookstore
and the University Supply
Store. It contains work by
Sewanee students and residents

and also contains work by
nationally known authors R.P.
Dickey, Judith Neeld, and
Allen Tate.

classes are held here. Children

from the public school

occasionally tour the museum.
Parents of students and
prospective students also visit

(4) The museum is open
daily(except for study days)

from 2:00-4:00 p.m. When
work study people are on duty,

it is also open from 11:00a.m.-

12:00noon. The door is only
locked when no student is on
duty in the museum. The
student on duty in the Art
Gallery will open the door.

Tours can be arranged with Mr.

Carlos.

Mr. Carlos agreed that the

lot displaying the

r she. Exciting Oratorio Set

The
;

poem will

appear in MOUNTAIN
SUMMER 1976 to be

published in October. All

poems submitted will be

considered for regular inclusion

by Anne Brake-bill

The combined University

Choir and Sewanee Chorale

will present Arthur Honnegar's

symphonic psalm KING
DAVID on Tuesday night,

March 16, at 8:00 in All Saints

Chapel.

The work, composed in

1921, is an oratorio for chorus,

soloists, and narrator, and is

based upon a drama on the life

of King David by Rene Morax
The performance will inc

number of profe;

17-pie

rffait&e Movie,

GRAB YOUR DATE AND COME ON DOWN TO

WZZAII IlffjBr EraV HAM9UR0E«

NEW HAPPY HOURSII!
Mon.-Thurs. 7-8 p.m. $1.65 pitcher/.35 mug
Friday 7-9 p.m. $1.55 pitcher/.30 mug

We now serve 16 inch pizzas

MCAT REVIEW COURSE, given on an

individual basis in Atlanta anytime during

March or April. The course takes 5 days.

For information: P.O. Box 77034,

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454

soloists. Dr. Brinley Rhys will

nil the narrator's role. Of
special interest is the fact that

the tenor soloist will be Raul

Mattel, a recent Sewanee
graduate who is now singing

professionally in the

Washington D.C. area.

KING DAVID is considered

Honnegar's greatest

masterpiece. Dr. Joseph

Running, who will direct the

production, describes the work
as very exciting, highly

rhythmic, and full of

contemporary harmonies

which heighten the dramatic

effect.

There will be no admission

charge for the performance.

However an offering will be

collected to help defray the

expenses of the production.
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i display at the University

ARTS HIGHLIGHT
SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Sunday, February 29,

Sewanee students and residents

were treated to both the

opening of the Carlos Art

of

Lucktenberg Duo.

Dr. Edward Carlos, associate

professor of fine arts, opened
his exhibit entitled "Scottish

Landscapes", in Guerry

Mu This xhibit,

on display until March 17, is a

collection of paintings and
sketches done while Dr. Carlos

was on sabbatical in Edinberg,

Scotland and during visits to

the island of Iona in the

Hebrides. Those particular

for

"misty cloud forms" and these

works capture that effect by
encorporating fully the white

of the canvas and using such

techniques as the

multi-layered, transparent

There was also a poetry

reading from the works of,

among others, Richard Wilbur,

Scott Bates, and Allen Tate.

Dr. Carlos' work, "St.

Michael's Triumph", will be

displayed at St, Michael's

Church in Edinberg, and

MATADOR
STEAK ROOM

Specializing in Steaks ana Seafoods

Open 5p.m.-till 11p.m. Seven Days
Students—Listen to this outstanding bargain!

STUDENT SPECIAL-Steak for two only $7.50

on Monday thru Thursday
Thh includts 22oi. of mttt, potato, solid bir irtd brood

"Feather" has been received

into the James Ede Modern Art

Collection of Cambridge

University and Edinberg.

From the"effects" of the

Scottish landscape, the audience

moved into Guerry Auditorium

for the "affects" of Baroque

music, as the Lucktenberg Duo
devoted the first half of their

performance to the violin and

harpsichord literature of that

and other eras. In a poised,

relaxed atmosphere, the couple

excellently performed together

works by Leclair, Bach,

Handel, and later, Beethoven.

Mr. George Lucktenberg

performed several varied works

for both harpsichord and

piano, including a Baroque

mandolin, and some very

unusual experimental pieces by

Henry Cowell, one of the

pioneers of sonic innovation.

Also included was a short piece

composed by Mr. Lucktenberg

entitled, "Sixes", written for

the South Carolina

Bicentennial celebration day in

Washington.

The audience got another

chance to hear Mr.

Lucktenberg discuss the

harpsichord at an informal

lecture at 9:00 the following

morning. He discussed the 20th

Century renaissance of interest

in the harpsichord and the

repeated failures of 19th and

20th century technicians to

improve the highly-perfected

19th century wooden
instrument. He also discussed

style and performance

techniques of the instrument

and gave advice on how to go

about making one's own
harpsichord. Many points of

the lecture were followed by a

skilled demonstration.
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Vote Is Counted ...

(Plan B) over the i

defeated b/'camera

Proponents

'n Gailor on Tuesday night that these injustices warranted a further tight

for a unicameral system in Sewanee.

Upon close examination, I believe, these objections can be proved to

be invalid.

Plan 8 was not 40 votes short of victory, as had been rumored.

Plan B received 56.98% of the votes cast, nearly 10 percentage points short

of victory. With 730 people voting , 487 would have had to vote for Plan

B, and only 243 for Plan C, for Plan 8 to have won. And it's not even

logical to add the 71 votes to Plan B's tally to say that's how much they

lacked. Given the unlikely proposition that the next 71 voters would have

voted exclusively for Plan 8, the percentage total would still fell short of

61%.

So why make it difficult for Plan B? The present constitution, as

>ved at its inception, provides that no amendment may be made

>ut a two-thirds majority of those voting, if at least half the student

votes. This stipulation is fairly standard for constitutions, by-laws.

On the surface, it did seem as though Plan C had i

into the finals. Notice, however, the similarity in vote t

Notice also that Plan A and Plan C are essentially the si

FUNK & WAGNALL'S) <

idicutous. Executive Council and Elections Con,

end had Plan 8 been accepted. You always s

...Time to Move On

Guest Editorial

A COLLEGE ASSET IN DANGER
by Marian McClun

those special things that set

one apart from other

applicants. Every Sewanee

student (and the University as

a whole) benefits every time

one student successfully breaks

into post-graduate

schools,

for other progr;

To have said beforehand that anything over 50% approval would

vm it for Plan 8 would have opened the possibility for a whole new system

vith 49%+ opposed to it.

m for letting

that lovely

past three

soon -to-be-graduated senior

who has no vested interest in

the continuation of the French

House, I would like to point

out some of . the ways in

which the House is both
presently and potentially a

major asset to the College.

1) Recruitment. A
university's programs and

assets not only reflect the

students, bu

uld

rests. I for oi

have hesitated

wanee had thechoosing

been a French House four

years ago.

of the liberal arts education.

The French House provides a

way for all students (and

especially the residents) to

delve more deeply into French

than they are likely to do

if they remain strictly within

curricula. Residents learn

;sponsibiltties and j

Community ben

of the programs

body.

unity

nch House has

provided a place for the

German, Italian, and Russian

clubs to hold their banquets.

4) Goal Furtherance. In

applying for grants and for

admission to graduate schools

I have found that residence

in the French House is one of

spreading

European Studies,

scholars and musici

speak French, the

cultural attache in New
Orleans, and teachers and

professors from Birmingham

and Nashville.

Finally, I would like to

make a plea for understanding

and cooperation from those

students who may have to

move from their present dorm

when the French House

(It is imperative that members

reside together.) We know all

too well what it is like to be

attached to a dorm as to a

home. But the French House

AND more than a home;
it is an academic program from

which everyone at Sewanee
benefits in some way.
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"Over The
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by Ted Doss

recent DJ

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE WEEK
Photographer: PAUL COOPER

Each week THE PURPLE hopes to print an artistic poetic, beautiful or comic photo of the week.
You are invited to submit your best photos for consideration. Just think:you can be famous-Your

photographic genius in print; (and George Washington in print in your pocket). Send photos to spo 792 or

drop them by the Purple Office.

NOTHING SPECIAL

meeting,

Billy Joe Shelton gave up his

usual role as presiding officer

so he could sponsor two
motions which, if accepted

by the faculty, could be very

meaningful for the College

of Arts and Sciences. The
first deals with a grade review

board, the second with faculty

questionnaires. I would like to

look at the first in this issue

and the second in the next one.

The first proposal envisions

the setting up of a grade review

board consisting of two
students and two faculty

members, all selected on the

basis of their open-mindedness,

and the Dean of the College.

Students who feel they have

not been given the grade they

have earned might petition this

board for a review of the

factors which have gone into

the grade they received. The
student might present evidence

on his side, and the professor

might rebut the student's

argument. The review board

would then make its decision

about whether to award the

student the grade he or she

thinks is deserved or the one
already given by the professor.

by Charles Halsey

Man lives in the midst of

the chaotic form of nature.

He needs things whose
existence he has himself

determined. These things

define him, manifesting the

structure in which he perceives

reality. The conceptual

process, from the act of

of mathematics, generates

models of reality. The vehicle

of language which composes
our thought (descriptions of

reality) alas, is merely the

attempted "embodiment"
of actualities. We are removed.

Translation.

Here is then quoted a slew

of formidible thinkers from

Martin Buber (I-THOU) to

Walker Percy (MAN AS
SYMBOL MONGER)
illustrating phenomenology's

attempt to get an empirical

foothold {don't ask me why).

The symbolic quality of

the mind is this all-construing

mode of cognition, in which

everything must be formulated

symbolically and known
intentionally AS something.

Once it's got the idea that

That is This, then it moves
toward the end that Everything

is Something.

Now the great thing about

all this is that it led invariably

escapeIf dissent

own self-alien

escape the automatic response

of liberalism, that "all ideas

are equal" or that a new theory

is simply "an interesting new
point of view", then dissent

must transcend the status of

negative identification. In a

word, ALL DISSENT MUST
BE OF A HIGHER LOGICAL
TYPE THAN THAT TO
WHICH IT IS OPPOSED. It

will thus not make the

Hegelian error of trying to

reduce real and material

differences to identity, for

his

that

be ught uld t

endless jeu. de miroirs from
which there is simply no
escape. Zero is not an absence,

not nothing, not the sign of

a thing, not a simple exclusion.

It the natural numbers are

signs, it is a signifier. It is not

an integer, but a meta-integer,

a rule about integers and their

relationships. The empty set is

similarly a rule about sets.

The digital has to do with

boundaries. In number theory,

set theory, and language,

(cont. page 11}

should the student and the

professor be present during

each other's presentation? If

so, should each then be

allowed to refute the other's

arguments? I think the answer

to both these procedural

questions should be "yes."

Both of these problems would

would alleviate any bad
feelings which could arise

through such a procedure.

I can see several questions

which might arise in the
professors' minds with regard

to such a system. The first

concerns the number of grades

which might be questioned.

Perhaps the first semester in

which such a system is tried,

the number of questioned

grades would be large, but I

would expect that fair handling

of those cases would show that

only legitimate complaints will

receive action favorable to the

student. Thus, by the second
semester of operation, the

system Would probably be

dealing with a small number

A second concern of faculty

members might be the extent

to which the board might
question their grading process.

I imagine that the board would
be severely limited in their

ability to re-grade the papers

and tests of each petitioning

student. Most grading involves

an element of subjectivity. I

don't think a student could

challenge his grades on specific

term papers, on tests, unless in

going over the test a student

found a mistake in grading or

addition which the professor

then refused to change.

Most challenges would come
in cases in which a student had
a borderline grade and was
given the lower of the two
grades. This is where the

element of subjectivity comes
in. Often a student who is on
the borderline receives the

lower grade because he or she

cuts class half the time or

doesn't participate in class.

This, to me, would be an
;n:c(j pliible argument on the

part of the professor, except

page 12)

LETTERS

the of

English teachers. Now graphic

for the

Imagination...cigarette

protruding from forehead,

thumb stuck in eyeball, (why

don't they ever burn their

hair?) hunched over a book.

Ellmann has addressed himself

to this idea in Joyce's work,

describing it as "a secret sense

of guilt" but I don't necessarily

hold with it.

I mention all this in passing

because there is a dangerous

polemic in the offing. It is

almost never explicitly stated

but it runs something like

this.

tower-that we here in this

University are so insulated (and

isolated) from the "outside

world" that we are not able to

come to grips with the re.ilil'ies

of life here. This is probably

true, to some degree at least.

But now we are faced with a

serious and very real financial

crisis in this University, and it

is a crisis of the type that will

not simply go away.

This University has several

urgent needs, the foremost

among which are maintaining

decent living quarters for its

students and providing our

professors with an adequate

salary. We have a large

endowment-much larger than

that of most schools of our

size-and it is capable of

meeting these essential needs.

Yet our endowment funds

apparently are being used in

ways for which they were not

intended. Endowment funds

are subsidizing our hospital.

They are subsidizing the

Sewanee Academy. In other

word, peripheral essentials. The

University's first concern

should be with its own main

function: providing its students

with the best instruction

possible while at the same time

maintaining an atmosphere

conducive to the furthering of

that goal. The present use of

these endowment funds is not

consistent with that goal.

Secondary concerns should

properly receive secondary

consideration, rather than the

primary consideration they are

now receiving.

Now we wish to make it

crystal clear that we think

hospitals are good things. The
only p r oblem is that the

are being taxed to support a

hospital in Winchester. Thus,

they are being taxed to support

an institution which they will

hospital is completed. At the

same time, though, the
University is footing the bill

for a hospital which will be
used by everyone. Whether this

is right or not, morally or

longer afford to equivocate. We
must be realists- we must face

the situation which exists, as it

exists, right now. This problem

has been brewing for twenty

years or longer. It cannot be

allowed t

The be

ally, the

question. It is time to put
idealism aside, for that leads to

equivocation-and We can no

applied to the Academy. We
feel that the Academy is a very

useful and productive branch

of this University, and we
certainly do not advocate that

it be closed down. But what we

Mountain right now is this: we
have two Episcopal prep

schools here within a couple of

miles of each other. Both St.

Andrews and the Academy are

reportedly in financial tights of

their own. And to make a bad

situation worse-and this is the

clincher--they are in

competition with one another.

Now competion is basically a

result in destruction of both

anything but good. And when
one realizes that the University

is help ing to further this

process while its students and

professors are literally "doing

without," the import of this

focus. Perhaps the best

solution to this dilemma would

be for these schools to

consolidate. Easier said than

done, true enough. But it just

may boil down to that very

We do not-indeed, we
cannot -offer some magic

solution that will make these

problems disappear. We do not

know all of the alternatives

available to those who must

make a decision. But we do
offer a suggestion ofr arriving

at a solution. What is called for

now is simply this: the faculty,

administration, and students of

this University need to sit

down and look at these

problems objectively, and

r.M I is I it,illy. An urgent reasse

ent of our apparent priorities is

needed in order to reconcile

them with our real priorities.

For it is, in the final analysis, a

question of priorities-no more

and no less. Or, as Oliver

Wendell Holmes once wrote, it

is "a question of prrjcimity and
degree."

*11)



SIZZLING TIGERS FRY KENTUCKY COLONELS

by Jabbo Jablenski
thJs game t ,

The Sewanee Tigers took to berth, cai

the road to finish their season incentive to

with a meeting in Danville, tilt. Centre,

Kentucky with the Centre game badly

Colonels. Sewanee, needing

clinch an NCAA coach of many years. The final

ried a strong bow for the "Old Plowhorse"

triumph into the

ted this

tarked the

farewell appearance of their

i nightm

plowhorses he sent

court proved no I

Sewanee's ferocious

'

devoured the hapless Colonels

86-56.

The Tigers made short work

of the Colonels, jumping out to

a 16-6 lead with just five

minutes gone. Three minutes

later, despite the desires of the

obnoxious, vociferous Colonel

fans, the Sewanee bulge had

swelled to 16 behind the

deadly outside shooting of

Harry Hoffman, who dropped

4 of 6 first half shots and,

guess who?, Tom Piggottt, who

bottomed 6 shots in the half.

With 5 minutes left Centre

displayed a heretofor hidden

spark of life as they ran off 8

straight points cutting the edge

to 32-24 to the delight of the

delirious crowd. The Tigers,

however, ;

sent a ball soaring into the top

row of the Centre gym. Up by

a mere 34 with 3 minutes to

play Petty sent in the freshmen

to run out the clock.

Once again all five Sewanee

starters played fine ball en

route to the rout. Hoffman

matched point and rebound

totals at 13, Harry Cash

slammed in 7 buckets and

cleaned the boards 9 times, and

Eddie Krenson contributed 16

points and 8 big rebounds.

Peter Lemonds, playing his

best ball of the season in these

last few games, dunked 5 of

.ed 3 < lick

Hoffman feeds off for Sewanee score.

Senior Stars Scintillate

by Rip Repulski

Sewanee Tigers beat the

Augusta College Jaguars in

their last home contest of the

basketball campaign. Augusta,

a division II school, carried an

impressive 17-7 mark into the

game, while Sei

bounds, enabled the Tigers

itscore the spotted cats 21

2, and take a spectacu

3-18 bulge into the lock.

>om. The frustrated visito

it only 7 of 31 shots in tl

ling streak and a 15-8

into the tilt. The

fans eyed the

E foe with

nsion as the enormous

took the floor for

e warmups. But

Sewanee proved the giant

killers, in this battle of the big

cats, as the electrifying Tigers

shocked the bigger, faster

Jaguars by a 74-61 tally.

The game started as a tough

defensive affair with both

firsts

differ

Jagua

game
charged back in

Sewanee t

atched the lead tricklt

bombs (

takir ugh

rarely hitting. By five minutes

into the half Sewanee began to

dominate as the Tigers*

methodical attack and crisp

passing began to net some good

shots, while the Jaguars still

could not find the range over

Petty's zone. With ten minutes

gone Augusta had j>nJy netted
faut goaltending was called

*""
After this, the Jaguras co3 shots and trailed the Tigers

18-6. Both teams stepped up

the pace, but Krenson's

accurate feeds, Hoffman's

sharp shooting, and Piggott's

bruising board play, which

netted him 9 first. half

nothing but nitrogen and a

sizzling behind the back pass

lar that evaded everyone's reach

and bounded harmlessly, into

the weight room. Tom also

astonished the fans by getting

only 1 foul in the entire game,

nd half was a whole Peter Lemonds capped his

eedofcat as the home career with a steal and

then a driving reverse layup to

complete Sewanee's scoring.

The beaten Jaguars got some

consolation as Rob Johnson

swished a 45 footer at the horn

to put an appropriate finishing

touch on the game.

This was the last home game

Hoffman, Piggott and

Lemonds, and the seniors

responded by all scoring in the

double figures. They tallied 10,

18,l2,and 10 respectively.

Hoffman and Piggott snared 10

bounds each while Lemonds

played fine defense, shot

and grabbed 6 rebounds.

Krenson who was stymied all

night by the quick, aggressive

defense of Wilbur Johnson

adapted his play and helped

sly with an

assists. The

lid brother's Cash rounded out

the Tiger cast, pitching in 24

Tigers ran out the closing points and combining for 14

minutes Tom Piggott delighted rebounds. The Tigers outshot

the crowd with spectacular Augusta 46% to 36%, but more

antics such H * 26 foot amazingly outrebounded the

baseline bomb which knifed much bigger foe.

shots to end the half with a 38-

24 margin.

The second half proved even

more dismal for Centre as

Sewanee poured in 3 straight

shots before Centre could even

get out of its own end. While

the Centre fans kept rock and

rolling, the Tigers kept pick

and rolling, as Piggott,

Krenson, and Harry Cash took

turns sinking open layups. If,

perhaps the ball should dish

out Piggott was always there

to stuff it- back in. When
Sewanee didn't get an inside

shot, Piggott would just swish a

20 to 25 footer, and the points

kept pouring in. On the other

end of the court, the tag team

of Harry and Larry Cash took

turns stuffing Centre scoring

Even when David

anaged to evade

Krenson and slip past Harry

and Larry, the unfortunate lad

was stuffed by the rim, and

then called for charging in an

embarassing episode which

brought untold glee to a small

knot of Tiger fans. The

Sewanee supporters were also

treated to the famous Krenson

kick as Eddie's quick footwork

attempts.

7 shots and shovelled off to his

teammates for 6 assists. The

big story of the game was Tom
Piggott who, up till this game

was averaging just 9 shots and

4 buckets per game, jacked

the ball up an incredible 25

times and found cords 13 times

to score a career high 27

points. Piggott also followed

his own shots in to grab 8

rebounds. Overall Sewanee

outshot Centre 50% to 36%
and mauled the slow Colonels

on the boards by a 52-39

margin.

[ Rob
Johnson and the frozen ropes

of Ed Ayers ripped the rayon

with alarming regularity. Only

incredible hustle by Harry

Hoffman on the offensive

boards, giving Sewanee those

vital second and third shots,

and Harry and Larry Cash on

the defensive boards held back

the Augusta wave. Even so, the

Jaguars sliced the lead to 9

with 8 minutes left. At this

point a pivotal play shattered

the Augusta comeback. Larry

Cash took what appeared to be

open layup, but out of

nowhere, a huge Jaguar paw
clawed the shot from the sky

almost before it left L's hand

r get c r than 11. As t

Eddie cranks up Tiger attack.



FINAL STATS
1975-1976 SEASON
RECORD 17-8

S PLAYER GAMES FG% FT% RB AVG

S Krenson 25 42.9 82.5 154 6.'

•::: Hoffman 25 49.1 80.9 206 8.

S H. Cash 16 60.0 60.0 134 a.t

§ Piggott 25 44.0 77.6 188 7.!

•X L. Cash 25 48.2 74.7 179 7.

•£ Lemonds 23 53.4 75.0 62 2.

S: TEAM 25 45.84 73.78 1193 47.

S opp 25 4036 65.04 943 37.
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PLAY IT AGAIN SAM

Mac hatches devious plot to

1975-1976 SEASON
CAC CO-CHAMPION TIGERS

Record 17-8

CONFERENCE 6-2

SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANE E
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE
SEWANEE

MTSU
VIRGINIA TECH
DAVID LIPSCOMB
ECKERD
TUSCULUM
AUSTIN
TRINITY
LOUISIANA COLLEGE
MARYVILLE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
PRINCIPIA
BRYAN
ROSE-HULMAN
SOUTHWESTERN
DAVID LIPSCOMB
CENTRE
PRINCIPIA
ROSE-HULMAN
BRYAN
MARVILLE
COVENANT
TREVECCA
SOUTHWESTERN
AUGUSTA
CENTRE

JERRYS
FOOD MARKET

BEER ON SUNDAY

SANDWICHES AND PARTY SUPPLIES

IN MONTEAGLE

nior. Just

right? In

ning with

Virginia

by Gregg Robertson

The scene is Lemoyne-Owen
College in Memphis, Tennessee.

It's March 8, 1975 and the

Tigers have just closed out a

hightly successful season •- a

20-7 record, the first NCAA
postseason playoff appearance

in history, a runaway CAC
championship. A look at the

promising newcomers and not

a single graduating sc

wait 'til next year,

fact you can already

Mac Petty 'a eyes glea

grandiose plans -

Tech, MTSU, etc.

It's March 12, 1976 and the

Sewanee Tigers take the floor

at Transylvania in Lexington,

Kentucky. It's the first round

of the NCAA playoffs and the

Tigers play Miles College,

again. Same song, second verse,

right? Even the same teams and

matchups as last year.

But winning teams are built

one year at a time and this

season's success would be just

as remarkable even if 1974-75

had been a losing year, instead.

First of all, gone are John

Sublett, by transfer to

wherever Subletts transfer to,

Charlie Little, because of an

injury, and almost the entire

group of substitutes. But the

endless shuffle goes on and last

year's Fifners, McCarthys,

Fales, and Younts become
Muckle, Thoni, Weber, and

Cox.

And then there are four

Sewanee could well be one of

the greatest eras in Sewanee

basketball history. Eddie

Krenson, an all-conference

guard as a freshman,

conference MVP as a forward

his junior year, becomes an

shooter,

Peter Lemonds
unquestionable

nd deadly 53%

forward

important sixth man as a

ballhandler,

rebounder o
starting role,

provides

ball-handling

shooting, playing perha

best ball ever at season's end.

No, this year isn't a repeat

of last season. The squad that

goes to Lexington has a

character of its own. It's seen

an up and down year, an 0-3

start, a midseason slump when
the team battled to play .500

ball, and finally a closing

flourish that marked the

molding together of twelve

individuals and two coaches

into a unified winning

machine. It's seen the Cashes

gain confidence and experience

(and a couple hard knocks) in

duplicate, as well as the

improvement of virtually every

other player. Making the

playoffs wasn't automatic, the

team earned it by rallying back

from losses and Injuries,

resting on last year's laurels.

Every Team will bear the

image of Its coach and since

Mac Petty has taken the helm

his teams have been winning

ones. The Tigers who won their

last seven games were a perfect

blend of excellent individual

ability with precise team play

down to the last man. Credit

must be shared by all,

including the loud, boistrous,

and often delightfully

obnoxious Sewanee fans who
have witnessed only five home
losses in four years.

The Tigers post-season play,

in Lexington and hopefully

beyond, will close the story on

this years team and they

deserve the best of luck and

support from all their fans. It's

been a memorable season --

who do we open with next

xplo:

. leading the t

Ail I.M. Team A-League

by Edward Roberts

1st Team

Vic Thomas
Rick Jones

Jimmy Brett

Rhea Boudon
John Scovil

2nd Team

Fred Taylor

Nino Austin

Dave Funk
Russ Heldman

Frank Sconzo

HONORABLE MENTION

John Upperco

Joe Schultz

Noah Lemas
Steve Jacobs

M V.P.-- Rhea Bowden

AlH.M.Team BLeague

bu Red Bailey

Mike Fagen
David Laude

Tom Scarritt

George Weaver

Greg Johnson

2nd Team

Miles Warfield

Scott Tulley

Tom Jones

Cam Welton

Charlie Clark

HONORABLE MENTION

M.V.P. - Greg Johnson

New legation—Just off 1-24

right next to the Kayo station

in Monteagle.

Julie's Truck Stop

Open 24 Hours

FREE COFFEE ALL THE TIME!

We now serve homemade biscuits

Breakfast served at any time

2. Jim Delsing

3. Pete Gray St. Louis Browns

4. Ray Chapman, Carl Mays

Dodgers,

1966, against Balti

6. Stumped?
Wartman 100%.

Its Frank
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ATO's DROP CHARGING LIONS

by Rainey Gray

The ATO's survived a fourth

quarter comeback by the

surprise team of the

tournament, the SAE's, and

captured the A- League

championship by a score of 59-

54. It was a very exciting

tournament that had many
upsets and near upsets.

The -leagu.

Everyone gapes at Scagg stuff.

Timber! Logs Fall
by Rainey Gray sticky defense, Charles May-

The SAE's captured the Bill Warfield, and Hamilton

B-League title with surprise 40

37 victory over the Theologs it

the championship game. Th>

great ball

league was really shi

play-offs, as there was not one

game decided by more than

five points.

In the first game of the

play-offs the PDT's staged a

fourth quarter comeback to

defeat the Delts by a 57-54

score. Both teams worked the

ball around well, resulting in

balanced scoring attacks. The
Delts were paced by Keith

Langenbeck's 13 points,

including 9 in the first quarter.

Tom Scarrit scored 12 while

the always steady Tom Jones

and John Mutlican scored 10

points each. The Phis were led

by Trey Smith, Charlie Potts,

and Scott Tulley, each with

14 points. Phillip Carpenter

contributed 12 points to the

winning effort.

The Phi's then played the

regular season champs, the

Theologs, who defeated them
39-34 in a surprisingly close

game. Greg Johnson, however,

was just too much as he scored

19 points for the Theologs.

King Oehmig chipped in 7

points. The PDT's were led by
Charlie Potts with 11 points

and Scott Tulley with 10.

The most exciting game of

the B-Leagu.

Reynolds all scored 4 points as

the E's worked the ball inside

very well. The second quarter

was much the same as the

n the SAE's took a 23-17 lead at

t one halftime. Mayer led the scoring

than with 10 points at the half.

The third quarter saw a

determined comeback by the

Theologs. Greg Johnson, the

league's leading scorer, finally

began to hit as did John Coil.

They both collected 6 points

in the third quarter, which

ended with the E's still on

thii the

is a see-saw affair. Both

played outstanding

defense, especially the SAE's
Horton Frank. Charles Mayer
turned the game around, as he

scored 7 points in the fourth

quarter. The Theologs just

could not get their offense in

lingly

victory as they were up by 5

with but 5 seconds left; but no,

as fate would have it, first a

foul by Mark Phillips results

in a 3 point play, and then

Rhea Bowden's post buzzer

shot ruled good by the SAE
timekeeper. Overtime action

ensues and the upstart SAE's

go on to defeat the strong

Beta's: final score 67-66.

This defeat was hard to

swallow for the Betas who had

played an excellent game to

this point and had led almost

the entire contest. The Betas

were led by their quick

play-making guard, Jimmy
Brett, who scored 17 points.

David Funk and Mark Phillips

each had 14. Rhea Bowden led

all scorers with 26 points.

Dudley West, in a fine game

after sitting out the season

with an injury, scored 16. Sid

Jackson and Bill Skaggs

chipped in 12 and 11 points,

respectively. The Betas later

officially protested this game
but Walter Bryant refused to

honor their complaints.

****.****¥
So You Think You Know Sports

Fate was still kind to the

SAE's as they scored the upset

of the tournament when they

knocked off the favored

Independents by a score of

42-38, again in overtime. Both

teams played a slow-down game

which led to the low score. This

seemed to hurt the Independent

because they could not get any

sustained offense generated, as

only Nino Austin and Vic

Thomas would take the ball

to the basket. Austin led the

Independent scoring with 17

and Thomas had 11 points.

Rhea Bowden again led the E's

with 16 points. Sid Jackson

played a very solid game,

chipping in 7.

In a mild upset in the other

bracket, the Delts defeated the

Lambda Chis by a score of

64-55. The Delts appeared to

be in control of the game until

a third quarter spurt led by

Frank Sconzo and Rob
Christian gave the Chops a

43-39 lead. The Delts then

countered with two quick

baskets to tie the game at

43-43 by the end of the

quarter. With about four

minutes left in the game, the

Delts' Rick Jones and Hal

Schults got hot to give them an

insurmountable 11 point lead.

The game's high scorer was
Frank Sconzo with 29 points.

Rob Christian contributed 10

points and also did an excellent

job on the boards. Rick Jones

led the Delts balanced scoring

attack with 17 points. David

Darrohn and Rainey Gray

collected 10 points apiece and

Hal Schults hit for 9.

The Delts then moved up to

1. Who was the smallest

player ever n the major leagues?

What team did he play for?

take the egulat

opportun

contest. The game '

the overtimes before the E's

pulled out a 41-39 victory. The
largest lead of the {

half-t the

Who holds the distinction

rtTkVcommand ° f being the only man to pinch

run for a midget?

King Oehmig and Greg

Johnson led the scoring for 3- Who was the only one

the Theologs with 10 points armed player in the majors?

each. John Coil chipped in 8. Whal team did he Pla* for?

Charles Mayer led all scores

with 17 points for the E's. 4 - Who was the on'y baseball

Hamilton Reynolds scored 8 P^yer ever killed by a pitched

and played a good floor game. bali? What pitcher holds the

Mike Warfield also contributed record for most batters killed in

8 points and crashed the a career,

boards very well. The key to

the victory, however, could 5.
_
What team holds the

world series? What was the

year and the number of runs

scored?

6. BONUS-What Sewanee

be the Independent-SAE have been the defensive job record for the fewest

Independents led 22-16, and
the SAE's immediately cut this

lead and went ahead by 1 by
the end of the third quarter.

Mel Schulze led ail scoring

Horton Frank did on Greg
Johnson, who hit well below
his seasonal average.

Congratulations are in order to

both of these teams for an

extremely well-played Ti«e* lead *« '«m in ''" throw

championship game to all of year.

the teams for an exciting MMM y V ¥¥¥¥

co-champion, the ATO's. After

a very close game, the ATO's
pulled out a 51-50 victory to

gain a berth in the finals. The
Delts maintained a slim lead

throughout most of the first

half and held a 28-27

advantage at half-time. The
ATO's, moving the ball inside

more, took a 4 1-40 lead

despite Rick Jones' 9 third

quarter points. Jones again

came through in the fourth

quarter to score 8 points, but

the ATO's Cam Haar scored all

7 of his points, in this crucial

quarter to insure the victory.

The game wasn't decided until

after the final buzzer as Rainey
Grey's desperation 60 footer

sailed hoopward. Everyone

held their breath as the ball

neared the goal, but it sailed

just too long and banged off

back iron. Rick Jones' 26

points for the Delts led all

scorers. Russ Heldman scored

20 for the ATO's, hitting most
of his shots from long range.

John Upperco and Willie

Mayberry chipped in 8 point

The championship game
between the SAE's and the

ATO's began in an ATO rout.

The ATO's jumped out to a

22-11 first quarter lead and

held a 39-29 lead at half-time.

Russ Heldman and Eb Davis

did most of the ATO scoring,

each collecting 15 points in

this half. Davis gave a superb

performance on the basketball

court as he scored very well,

got many assists with very

sharp passes, hit the board

well, and played an excellent

defensive game. Only the

SAE's Sid Jackson kept the

game from getting out of hand.

He scored 12 points in the half,

including 10 points in the

second quarter when the E's

were struggling to keep within

striking distance.

The third quarter saw cold

shooting on both sides and

ended with a score of 46-38.

The ATO's grabbed a 12 point

lead early in the fourth quarter

and seemed to put the game out

of reach. The E's Rhea Bowden,
however, suddenly found the

range and lead a SAE comeback
that cut the lead to 6 at 54-48

with 1:40 left. Bowden, who
scored 7 points in this quarter,

then fouled out with 1:14

remaining. The ATO's missed

the foul shot and the E's Dudley
West scored to make it 54-50.

Willie Mayberry, however, sunk

two free throws and Russ

Heldman one to seal the win.

A bucket by Peter Bray and two
free throws by Sid Jacksoncut

the lead to 3 with 0:13 still

remaining, but the SAE's could

not regain possession of the ball.

Sid Jackson led the SAE's
with 16 points. Rhea Bowden
and Dudley West scored 14 and

13 points respectively. Russ
Heldman scored 23 points for

the ATO's. Eb Davis played a

fine all round game and finished

with 15 points, all in the first

half. Willie Mayberry
contributed 8, including 6 points

in the hectic fourth quarter.

This was a very exciting game
and a fitting end to an incredibly

close A league season.

fith 12 for the

Independents. David Laude hit

for 11 and Mike Fagen
collected 10. Charles Mayer led

the E's with 11 points and
Miles Warfield scored 10. Bill

Warfield chipped in 8 big

points including the winning

This set the stage for the

Theolog-SAE championship

game. The SAE's jumped out

to a quick 14-9 lead in the first

quarter due mainly to a very

CAMfHNG - SPORTING 00006

JUD6FS GUM SHOP

QUjp iStwuntt Inn
WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY ON-

MARCH 16 Tuesday
MARCH 17 Wednesday
MARCH 22 Monday
MARCH 23 Tuesday
MARCH 24 Wednesday
MARCH 29
MARCH 30 Tuesday

schedule is for March only!
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At stake in this crisis is the
future of The University of the
South. It is as simple as that.

The lesson of New York City,

while not an entirely accurate

analogy, still should serve as

ample warning to us that it can
happen here, too. Perhaps no

thought it could
But now it CANhappen,

nappe
of Sewanee is quite

literally on the line. The "clear

and present danger" is truly at

our threshold. We can only
hope and pray that those who
must make the decisions make
the right ones. The University

will not be able to withstand

another wrong one.
Sincerely,

-Henry G. Selby^Will I. Ramsey,
Jr.,James E. Mulkin, Jr.

Dear Mr. Harper:

As an alumnus of the

University of the South, I

naturally read with great interest

each issue of THE PURPLE.
Yet, I'm getting discouraged

with the large amount of

discontent prevalent among the

Student Body i.e., constant

bickering over Gailor, the always

continuing problem of Student

and many more

During my four years of

Sewanee, these issues were also

discussed. What the students

must realize is that all changes

take time. Now that I have

graduated, I can look back at

Sewanee and be very thankful

for the education 1 received

.

Without this education I would
not have been able to continue
with the career I have chosen.
My only advice to the

students is that change will

occur only by smooth and
concerted efforts. Everyone
must work together, and only
then will those issues be solved.

I am very grateful to Sewanee
and will always appreciate my
fortune in being able to attend
Sewanee.

have averaged over 70 degrees

in the daytime creating for

those fan -less freshmen at

abode

Dear Jim,

By
this it will have been two
weeks since I tried to get the

University to turn off the heat

in Lower Gailor. Perhaps a

letter of this nature seems
trivial, but in light of the
fact that the allotment for

utilities in dormitories has

already been consumed and
money is now beingwithdrawn
from our precious renovation
fund, I believe even Lower

Beautiful Lower Gailor may
stand as a gross example of
inefficiency.

I have been told that in

order for our heat to be
cut off, the entire building's

heat, our dining hall and the

upstairs rooms heat, must also

be shut down. I realize that the

antiquated steam system with

which we are warmed is not

separated by floors. But, for

unsuitable for study iGod
forbid!), much lens rest.

Not only do my windows
dissipate the effect of the

wonderful radiator presently

steaming above my head, but
also my Sears-high powered-
reversible-drive-fan drains

precious money from our
fervent hope here in Lower
Gailor — improvement and

This letter is intended to

upset. So do please pardon the

brassiness, for unfortunately
this has become an area of
deep and unbearable concern
for the residents I am paid

Dear Sir,

The Experimental Film Club
has been showing short
experimental films of all kinds
for nine years. It has
complemented Sewanee's other
film groups so well that the

University of the South student
has an array of film

opportunities rivalled in richness

only at schools considerably
larger than Sewanee. The
Cinema Guild shows movies that

are classic through the history of
the full-length movie. The
Sewanee Union Theatre shows
the best of the current crop of

Refresher
course.

From one beer lover to another.
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 41226

films and frequently offers old
favorites that remain popular.

The Experimental Film Club
complements these theatres by
showing short films, most often

classics in their own right, made
by small and/or less established

film-makers not generally known
to the public. Possibly because
of this purpose, though the

Club has always been attended
well enough to justify its

existence, the EFC has never had
the massive attendance enjoyed
by Sewanee's other film groups.

Except when the Experimental
Film Club has the Annual
Erotic Film Festival. There have
been five Festivals, and for each,

Blackman Auditorium has been
packed. Half an hour before the

showing students start filing In.

At show-time no seat is empty,
and people sit in the aisles.

When Dr. Bates paid for his films

out of his own pocket, he had to

charge for tickets to the

Festival; still every showing was
jammed. People who never go to

other offerings of the EFC make
their appearance at the Erotic

Film Festival.

This year's afternoon showing
was no different. All the seats

in Blackman were filled well

before the movies were started.

People sat in the aisles, and
students kept coming in as the

films were being shown. Last

year. Grove Press provided most
of the films, sending a package
that had more of an historic

than artistic or sociological

value. This year Dr. Bates picked

the films himself, and selected a

cross-section of clinical, lyrical,

and humorous shorts of which

beautiful, and some hilarious-all

were worthy of their selection.

Throughout its history,

Sewanee has been plagued by
frequent outbursts of

prepubescent immaturity from
certain cliques and brotherhoods
or students( incredible levels of
noise for protracted periods,

shouted obscenities late at night,

cars driven through people's

yards and bushes and so on ad
nauseum). Two of the movies
shown elicited the sort of
crassness for which these(almost

exclusively male) students have
become infamous. The first

was a movie recommended to

Dr. Bates by the Franklin

County Mental Health Center. A
clinical movie, it was made for

the National Forum on Drugs
and sex , and showed the

adjustments made by a married
couple when one of the partners

is crippled and, therefore,

impotent. Adapting to the
tragedy of C-6 spinal cord injury

that left the male with only
two areas below his shoulders

capable of sensation must have
been traumatic in the

extreme-yet it was obvious that

this couple surmounted it in a

deep and loving fashion. Certain

students found this revolting and
they howled their outrage and
disgust. During STAMEN a

lovely, poetic, depiction of
relationship between men, thev
showed their obnoxiousness again

with crude remarks and catcalls.

Wrting for THE PURPLE, Dr.

Bates pointed out two purposes
of the Erotic Film Festival. One
bjective was to help break up

of the of
the most limiting and prejudiced

sexual stereotypes among us.

The jeers of derision directed at

two gays and a cripple show just

how limited and small-minded

some of our students are-and

just how far some of us have to

go before that objective is

realized.

Jonathan Bates

Nothing Special
(cont. from page 7)

are rules for puctuating

boundaries. "Not" is of a

higher logical type than zero

or
.

if only because it is

the logical prerequistie for zero

or , Analog refusal,

rejection, and disavowal are to

be distinquished from syntactic

negation.

The use of an analogy from
the field of mathematics (a

fairly "neutral" issue)

demonstrates not only the

effectiveness of THEIR
argument, but also the

ideological point of reference

from which they speak. (Words

that fall in isolation indicating

the place they came from.)

This is definitely the work
of Structuralism, reeking with

all the relativistic implications

that are so indicative of this

"school" of thought. Roland
Barthes, in the field of

literature, has almostsucceeded

in stripping away all traditional

ideas about what reading a

book is. One suggestion has

been to entrench ourselves in

perjorative statements and hold

on for life, hoping this

"continental fad" will blow
itself out. I fear however that

the

will not be able

Spring Riding Offered

Classes in riding are being

offered at Sewanee for all

levels of riders. Instruction is

available in ring riding, trail

riding, jumping, or all three.

All classes are offered daily.

The instructors are

experienced, qualified teachers

who can help you enjoy riding

while learning the most up-to-

date methods of horsemanship.

The wide selection of well-

trained school horses offers

riders a chance to experience

all types of horses.

Students may begin riding

any time during March or right

after Spring break. The cost

of the instuction is: $50 for

1 lesson per week for 7 weeks,

$100 for 2 lessons per week for

7 weeks, and $8 per lesson,

otherwise, to be paid before

riding. All interested students

should contact Mrs. Garland.
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Secrecy of Intelligence Community Discussed
by the

by James A. Bradford

The Student Forum
sponsored a symposium on the

United States intelligence

community on the evening of

March 4. Members of the panel

were Anthony Lewis of the

New York TIMES, Harry Howe
Ransom, professor of political

science at Vanderbilt and

author of several books on
intelligence agencies, and

Daniel O'FIaherty, staff

member of the Church
Committee which investigated

the CIA.
Anthony Lewis directed his

criticism toward the secrecy

which shrouds CIA activities.

Because of such secrecy, there

is no effective check to balance

abuses of the Executive

branch. The CIA's assassination

plots and interventions into

Chile, Italy, and Angola could

only have been carried out in

secret. Such covert action

allows the President and

Secretary of State to "do
things on their own." There is

no concern for the American

people or the law.

Lewis criticized President

Ford's proposal for the CIA,

which allows the agency to

engage in some domestic

activities under Presidential

order. He attacked Ford's

"secrecy proposal" which
would make it a criminal

offense for a government

employee to reveal classified

information improperly. Lewis,

citing Constitutional

guarantees of free speech and
press, argued that we must
have information out in the

open. Some things, he
concedes, should be kept secret

(e.g. codes) „ Yet an effective

system of governmental
secrecy should protect only a

small number of secrets. Lewis
contended that alleged harms
from disclosing classified

documents, such as the

Pentagon Papers, have not been
demonstrated by experience.

To protect our own freedom, the investigatic

he concluded, we must insist continual controversy over the

that governmental agencies ability of Congress to keep

obev the law. Our own secret. The recent disclosure of

ttee's report by
Daniel Schorr

freedom will be protected in so

Ransom said that, while

central intelligence is a vital

necessity, our intelligence

system does not work

properly. The CIA has become

what Congress did no

the Pik<

CBS i

led to debates over such leaks,

diverting Congress from the

CIA investigations.

The American people, said

O'FIaherty, really do not know
what to think. A Harris Poll

: have brought showed that 52% of those

us into a "crisis of legitimacy." surveyed believed that recent

Ransom said that President leaks had harmed the CIA and

Ford does not understand this FBI. Disapproval of the CIA's

problem, and hence his plan actions was also great at the

(announced February 16) does same time. The issue of the

not deal with it. Congress is in CIA has not found its way into

a position to resolve this the Presidential primaries. The

problem, not the President. December 23 murder of CIA
Ransom said that Congress station chief Richard Welch in

ought to restructure the Athens, Greece led to public

intelligence system by pressure on Congress to halt

statutory revision.

inquiries into the CIA.
O'FIaherty claimed that the

Administration has used the

Welch incident as a political

tool to "gut any reform."

Taking a broader view of

our international posture,

O'FIaherty said that two
political positions may be

taken. First, the U.S. can act

international politics is amoral.

Such a view would justify CIA
operations. Second, the U.S.

can act in the assumption of

"American exceptionalism."

Since our political system is

based on consent, we should

not abandon our principles to

risks in order to j

political system. Clandestine

operations undermine the

government and the nation.

O'FIaherty concluded with
a brief recounting of the 1970
CIA involvement in Chile. He
traced authorization for CIA
intervention to the President
and Secretary of State.

In the question session that

followed the presentations.

Ransom addressed himself to

olutio the

ntelligei

i of I

relations. If this second

alternative is chosen, the U.S.

must take the accompanying

ce problem. He called

Congressional statute

for both the CIA and FBI. The
directorate of operations for

the CIA should be abolished in

the process. Such action would
return the agency to the

intelligence field alone.

Ransom also suggested that the

defense intelligence budget be
cut in half.

Congress, hov ever, has

stumbled in l

Both the

Pike and Ch rch committees
had problems with n formation

being leaked to ;he public.

Ransom belie es that the Pike

committee, o ce i got going,

questions

than did th« Church

did ake ough

fully

Ransom concluded by arguing

that governmental secrecy

leads to corruption. It is this

fact that the President and
Congress do
understand.

O'FIaherty agreed that the

Congressional investigation did

not succeed on the whole. He
noted the lack of public

education on matters on
intelligence and that public

hearings held by the Church
committee were poorly
attended. Congress itself

contributed to the failure of

Over the Hill

(cont. from page 7)

in the very rare instance in

which a student could prove,

through the testimony of

others in the class, that the

class was of very little or no for the few

value. unjust grades

A third concern is with

grade inflation. I don't think

this system would lead to

grade inflation, simply

because the cases which would

probably come before it would
involve borderline grades.

Professors who have tough

choices on borderline

situations might even be more
inclined to give the lower

grade since a review board

copld then determine whether
they were justified. The board, must i

however, is not intended to be inflatk

a vehicle for absolving hurt

professors of their nami
responsibilities to their

students.

By now, it must be obvious
that I am in favor of such a

grade-review board. Let me
interject here that I cannot

recall receiving a final grade

which I considered to be unfair

in all my four years here. I do
think, however, that some
remedy needs

for

pie,

announces a grading scale for

his or her final before the

final is given and then raises

the scale after the final, or

when a professor raises the

general grading scale at the

end of the semester bacause

too many students are making
A's. At a time when doing well

important, undeserved grades,

whether too high or too low,

must not be tolerated. Grade
bad, uid

this versity's good
name, but more and better

work which is rewarded with

higher grades is NOT grade

inflation. I hope the faculty

and administration will

consider this proposal

carefully, and then adopt it.

Committee Views Vital Issues

failed in its task due to an

"amateurish staff" and the

House's general lack of

understanding these issues.

The Church committee, though

its approach,

the dorms and the need for i

Two

strong interest in seeing that

all students be made aware

of the potential they have
through this committee,
to influence the Board of

Regents in its decision-making

nd

concrete actions which were

undertaken as a result of the

discussions. One was the

decision to have student

trustee Allen Reddick consult

with the Dean of the College

on setting up some sort of

student-faculty committee to

deal with matters of faculty students (fr

evaluation. The other was a

move toward the establishment

of a system whereby
communications between
students (specifically, student

government) and faculty; Billy

DuBose was asked to work
with the deans in this area.

Reports oh the progress being

made in these endeavors will

be presented at the next
meeting of the Student Life

Committee on April 25.

Chaplain Charles Kiblinger's

interest in this committee and

its potential has been especially

great; he has expressed his

Commenting on the fact

that he has served on several

Regents' committees, the

Chaplain remarked that this is

the first time he has served

alongside students in such a

group. He noted the large

percentage of the committee's

membership constituted by
t of sixteen),

and said that in his opinion

there was "good dialogue."

among the indiviuals present.

Bishop Sanders, the

committee's chairman, was
very open and responsive, and
very concerned that the

students' ideas be
communicated, according to

Kiblinger. This fact has been
attested to by the student

representatives of the College,

Pat Boswell, Neal Py Ian t,

and Allen Reddick.

With regard to the future under which the

stated his firm belief that the

committee represents the very

real possibility on the part of

students to do something — to

accomplish desired ends. The

depend to a great extent on

how interested the student

body is in making it work.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Chaplains' Lounge in

the Bishop's Common, to the

immediate right of the

Information Desk, has been
converted into a more
permanent "branch" chaplains'

office. It will be staffed by
members of the chaplaincy and

by seminary assistants, and a

schedule is to be posted

outside the door indicating

who will be there at various

times during the day.

GALLERY
(cont. from page 5)

permanent collection in the

best possible manner. But
considering the limitations

Women's Inter-Dormitory Council
by Cindy Irvin

The newly formed Women's
Inter-Dormitory Council held

its first meeting on Wednesday,
February 11. This first meeting
was the culmination of months
spent in consideration by Dean
Cushman, the Student Life

Committee, and interested

residents of each of the

women's dorms. The idea for

the Council evolved from
•nceming the lack

The

Ij"e be operated, one must agree
linger

t )iat tf jB qu j te an achievement,

especially for a spare-time

effort. Funds are needed to

better protect and display our

permanent collect ion --a

Council is composed collection that is publicly
representative per 25 exhibited rather than hidden

each dorm elected away like other archives. If

students, faculty members,
alumni, or community
residents would like to aid this

effort, they should make
contribuitions to the

University and specify them

of e

; dorms and the absence

egulatory board for

i intrumural athletics.

of i

students

on a yearly basis. It will seek
to improve communication
among women students by
regulating women's intramural

sports and coordinating inter-

dormitory social events.

Polls concerning the types of
athletic and social activities

in which women would most
like to participate will be
distributed at the dorms. Once
the results have been tabulated

the Council will begin to

organize the events.

for
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